Thank you for attending this lecture, so fittingly located
in an abandoned leprosy hospital. We have selected
several key members of the movement to give their
thoughts and opinions on the escalating issue.
Ingram (played by Wayne Joyce)
Married to Vivian and father of Shelley and Gretel, Ingram is a figurehead of
the squatting movement, Ingram grew up full of angst and distrust at our
government. One day in his local newsagents, when buying his daily supply
of extra spicy Bombay mix, the shopkeepers refused to serve him on the
grounds that he was too smelly. No one knows how long it has been since
Ingram’s last bath. Recently, he seems to have become disillusioned with
the protest.

Vivian (played by Emma Baldry)
Mother of Shelley and Gretel, Vivian believes in good old fashioned
hard-nosed teaching. Left to wander the streets alone when she was
only three, Vivian learned survival the old fashioned way; chewing off dog
ears, drinking sewer water and stitching herself up with daisy chains. It is
thought that the story of Rambo was inspired by her.

Shelley (played by Georgina Davidson)
Shelley grew up in the midst of the protest, amongst half smoked bongs
and tear gas. Without proper nurturing and with no interest in the protest,
Shelley took to any man who seemed appealing, and before she knew it
she had babies on the way…many babies. Maturing, Shelley now seeks
a comfortable stable life…with John.

Gretel (played by Hannah Lowey)
Gretel also grew up in the thick of the protest, but as opposed to Shelley
she strived to impress her father and mother. Getting smacked by her
first riot shield when she was only five, and going blind for a week due to
tear gas when she was six, Gretel vowed to protect those who were less
fortunate than her.

Frank (played by Benjamin Burns Scully)
Great-Uncle to Shelley’s children, Frank is a bizarre human-being. His
passion for the protest is persistently questioned as he seems to be there
more for the adventure. He frequently tells people he was of royal blood
and was tricked into believing he killed his father by his evil Uncle who
claimed the throne as he went into exile. Most people point out similarities
to the “Lion King” but Frank vouches it is the truth.

Don (played by Harry Wright)
Th oldest of Shelley’s children and the official speechwriter for the
The
movement, his writing seems to know no bounds. Don is an eccentric,
loose cannon and will write with his own blood if there is no pen or ink in
the vicinity. This first occurred when he was left in the play pen unattended
for too long, and he began writing his own version of “The Iliad” across his
toy car set before passing out.

